


Synonym’s :-

Therapeutic law of nature.

“ The super structure of homoeopathy has a foundation of 

solid concrete, composed of broken rock of hard facts, united 

by cement of great natural principle ”    - STUART CLOSE.

OR
Homoeopathic law of nature.



Discovery and Application :-

Cures 

malarial 

fever.



Manifestations.



Criteria :-

They should be dynamic in affections.

They both should be similar in their 

manifestations.

But they should differ in kind.

The later one should be stronger than 

the former one.



Example :-
 “ The offensive smell can be extinguished by snuff 

which affects the olfactory nerve in a similar but 

stronger manner ! No music , no sugared cake , 

which act on nerves of other senses , can cure the 

olfactory disgust .”



Different aspects :-

Such as :-

1.Physical aspect 

2.Moral aspect

3.Disease aspect 



Physical aspect :-
The pitiful cries of the wounded 

soldiers cannot be heard in the 

battlefield due to the loud sound of 

the drums .



Moral aspect :-

The sorrow of a man due to 

the death of the neighbour is 

removed if he loses his more 

close relatives like father , 

brother , son ,etc .



Role of vital 

force :-

Role Of 



How A Homoeopathic Cure 

Takes Place :- (Aphorism- 28,29,148)

Simply it can be called as a

“ Modus Operandi 
of Homoeopathic 
Cure .”



What actually occurs when homoeopathic 

medicine is applied in a diseased state ????

 Medicine – applied homoeopathicaly to sick person 

 Affects morbidly deranged vital force of individual through medium of 
nerves .

 Stronger , similar , medicinal disease is produced 

• This will permanently extinguishes the weaker, similar, natural 

disease.



Vital force – now merely medicinal 

disease. Medicinal 
disease 

removed in 2 
ways :-

Medicinal disease becomes 
weaker and weaker  

A. Minuteness of dose

B. Short and fixed duration 
of action 

Secondary curative action 
of vital force 



 Now vital force is free from disease force and medicinal 

force.

 Vital force enabled again to carry on healthily vital operations 

of organism.

 Thus perfect health is restored.
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